Functional characterization of naturally occurring genetic variations of the human guanine-rich RNA sequence binding factor 1 (GRSF1).
The guanine-rich RNA sequence binding factor 1 (GRSF1) constitutes an ubiquitously occurring RNA-binding protein (RBP), which belongs to the family of heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein F/H (hnRNP F/H). It has been implicated in nuclear, cytosolic and mitochondrial RNA metabolism. Although the crystal structures of GRSF1 orthologs have not been solved, amino acid alignments with similar RNA-binding proteins suggested the existence of three RNA-binding domains designated quasi-RNA recognition motifs (qRRMs). Here we established 3D-models for the three qRRMs of human GRSF1 on the basis of the NMR structure of hnRNP F and identified the putative RNA interacting amino acids. Next, we explored the genetic variability of the three qRRMs of human GRSF1 by searching genomic databases and tested the functional consequences of naturally occurring mutants. For this purpose the RNA-binding capacity of wild-type and mutant recombinant GRSF1 protein species was assessed by quantitative RNA electrophoretic mobility shift assays. We found that some of the naturally occurring GRSF1 mutants exhibited a strongly reduced RNA-binding activity although the general protein structure was hardly affected. These data suggested that homozygous allele carriers of these particular mutants express dysfunctional GRSF1 and thus may show defective GRSF1 signaling.